
PRIJSLIJST - ÉÉN COMPONENT

ALKYD

PRODUCT EIGENSCHAP  DEEL  RENDEMENT  VOLUME %    THINNER KLEUR  VERPAKKING PRIJS PER VERPAKKING

ROSWAN QD HB B 16,3 m²/l (30 µm) 49% MARINE THINNER WIT 05 LT 64,11€  

WIT 20 LT 244,86€  

GRIJS 05 LT 54,87€  

GRIJS 20 LT 207,90€  

ROODBRUIN 05 LT 54,87€  

ROODBRUIN 20 LT 207,90€  

EVAMARINE ALKYD AFLAK B 22,0 m²/l (25 µm) 55% MARINE THINNER WIT / ZWART 05 LT 73,27€  

20 LT 287,22€  

KLEUR 05 LT 93,13€  

20 LT 366,62€  

SILVA SPAR B 30,0 m²/l (15 µm) 45% MARINE THINNER ZILVER 05 LT 70,40€  

20 LT 264,00€  

EVAMARINE CLEAR 
VARNISH

TRANSPARANTE VERNIS B 22,5 m²/l (20 µm) 45% MARINE THINNER TRANSPARANT 05 LT 76,69€  

CHLOORRUBBER / VINYL / ACRYLAAT

PRODUCT EIGENSCHAP  DEEL  RENDEMENT  VOLUME %    THINNER KLEUR  VERPAKKING PRIJS PER VERPAKKING

SILVAX SQ-K O 7,5 m²/l (40 µm) 30% VINYL THINNER ZILVER / ROODZILVER 05 LT 89,00€  

20 LT 343,77€  

CMP AC O 11,8 m²/l (40 µm) 47% CR/ACRI THINNER A ZILVER / ROODZILVER 05 LT 88,66€  

20 LT 348,49€  

ACRI 700 PRIMER ACRYLAAT PRIMER B 9,5 m²/l (40 µm) 38% CR/ACRI THINNER A ZILVER / ROODZILVER 20 LT 210,88€  

ACRI 700 FINISH ACRYLAAT AFLAK B 13,3 m²/l (30 µm) 40% CR/ACRI THINNER A WIT / ZWART 05 LT 86,59€  

20 LT 340,24€  

KLEUR 05 LT 112,87€  

20 LT 445,32€  

                             B    -   BOVENWATER            O    -   ONDERWATER                                                                                                                                                                    
T                          TC  -  TANKCOATING            DW  -   DRINKWATERTANK                 

HITTEBESTENDIGE ALKYD 
ALUMINIUM AFLAK MET 
VOEDSEL CERTIFICAAT

ALKYD PRIMER MET                     
VOEDSEL CERTIFICAAT

VINYL ONDERWATER                                  
PRIMER

CHLOORRUBBER 
ONDERWATER PRIMER
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PRIJSLIJST - TWEE COMPONENTEN

EPOXY

PRODUCT EIGENSCHAP  DEEL  RENDEMENT  VOLUME %    THINNER KLEUR  VERPAKKING PRIJS PER VERPAKKING

BANNOH 1500 (QD) B / O 7,3 m²/l (100 µm) 73% EPOXY THINNER A ROODBRUIN / GRIJS / 05 LT 91,30€  

ZWART / WIT 20 LT 359,33€  

BANNOH 1500 R Z O 6,4 m²/l (100 µm) 64% EPOXY THINNER A PLUM 05 LT 90,12€  

20 LT 354,61€  

UMEGUARD SX (QD) EPOXY PRIMER / AFLAK B 8 m²/l (75 µm) 60% EPOXY THINNER A ROODBRUIN CS-511 05 LT 75,11€  

GRIJS CS-516 / CS-611 20 LT 288,41€  

GRIJS CS-614 / 615

GROEN CS-514 / 518 / 519

WIT

ZWART 

UMEGUARD SX HS (QD) EPOXY PRIMER / AFLAK B / O 7,7 m²/l (100 µm) 77% EPOXY THINNER A ROODBRUIN CS-511 / 05 LT 81,11€  

GRIJS CS-614 20 LT 312,43€  

EPICON MARINE FINISH EPOXY AFLAK B 19,3 m²/l (30 µm) 58% EPOXY THINNER A ZWART / WIT / GRIJS 05 LT 88,66€  

20 LT 342,12€  

KLEUR 05 LT 115,69€  

20 LT 456,63€  

PERMAX NO. 3300 B / O 4,0 m²/l (200 µm) 80% EPOXY THINNER A ZWART / GRIJS / 20 LT 468,66€  

ROODBRUIN

                             B    -   BOVENWATER            O    -   ONDERWATER                                                                                                                                                                    
T                          TC  -  TANKCOATING            DW  -   DRINKWATERTANK                 

ZEER SLIJTVASTE                          
GLASVEZEL VERSTERKTE 
EPOXY COATING

SLIJTVASTE EPOXY 
UNIVERSEEL PRIMER

EPOXY HECHTLAAG VOOR 
ANTIFOULING
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PRIJSLIJST - TWEE COMPONENTEN

EPOXY

PRODUCT EIGENSCHAP  DEEL  RENDEMENT  VOLUME %    THINNER KLEUR  VERPAKKING PRIJS PER VERPAKKING

EVAMAX 2000 F B 7,8 m²/l (100 µm) 78% EPOXY THINNER A ROODBRUIN / GRIJS

EPICON ZINC HB-2 SH B / O 14,5 m²/l (40 µm) 58% EPOXY THINNER A GRIJS

CLEANKEEP 5000 DW 3,3 m²/l (300 µm) 100% NIET VERDUNNEN GEBROKEN WIT 05 LT 137,90€  

20 LT 663,50€  

POLYURETHAAN

PRODUCT EIGENSCHAP  DEEL  RENDEMENT  VOLUME %    THINNER KLEUR  VERPAKKING PRIJS PER VERPAKKING

UNY MARINE HS M B 13,2 m²/l (50 µm) 66% URETHANE THINNER A KLEUR 05 LT 143,22€  

20 LT 551,32€  

ZWART / WIT 05 LT 132,54€  

20 LT 506,58€  

ZINC SILICAAT

PRODUCT EIGENSCHAP  DEEL  RENDEMENT  VOLUME %    THINNER KLEUR  VERPAKKING PRIJS PER VERPAKKING

GALBON S-HB TC 12,0 m²/l (50 µm) 60% INORGANIC SHOP GRIJS 13 LT OP AANVRAAG

THINNER H

HOOG VOLUME VAST 
POLYURETHAAN AFLAK

                             B    -   BOVENWATER            O    -   ONDERWATER                                                                                                                                                                    
T                          TC  -  TANKCOATING            DW  -   DRINKWATERTANK                 

HITTE BESTENDIGE, 
CHEMISCH RESISTENTE                       
ZINK SILICAAT TANK                           
COATING

ZEER HOOGWAARDIGE 
EPOXY ZINK PRIMER

OPLOSMIDDEL VRIJE                      
DRINK WATER TANK COATING

ZEER HOOGWAARDIGE 
SLIJTVASTE EPOXY                
RUIMVERF

20 LT 429,00€  

09 LT 301,76€  
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PRIJSLIJST - TWEE COMPONENTEN

SHOPPRIMER

PRODUCT EIGENSCHAP  DEEL  RENDEMENT  VOLUME %    THINNER KLEUR  VERPAKKING PRIJS PER VERPAKKING

CERABOND 2000 33,0 m²/l (10 µm) 33% INORGANIC SHOP 18 LT 468,66€  

THINNER A

NZ PRIMER S 13,6 m²/l (22 µm) 30% EPOXY THINNER A ROODBRUIN 20 LT 287,22€  

GROEN / ROOD /      
ROODBRUIN

                             B    -   BOVENWATER            O    -   ONDERWATER                                                                                                                                                                    
T                          TC  -  TANKCOATING            DW  -   DRINKWATERTANK                 

ZINK SILICAAT             
SHOPPRIMER

ZINK VRIJE EPOXY 
SHOPPRIMER
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PRIJSLIJST - SPECIALE PRODUCTEN

ANTIFOULING

PRODUCT EIGENSCHAP  DEEL  RENDEMENT  VOLUME %    THINNER KLEUR  VERPAKKING PRIJS PER VERPAKKING

SEATENDER 10 O 8,0 m²/l (75 µm) 60% CR/ACRI THINNER A ZWART / MIDDENBLAUW / 05 LT OP AANVRAAG

MARINE BLAUW / 20 LT OP AANVRAAG

DONKER ROOD

SEA GRANDPRIX 660 HS O 8,9 m²/l (75 µm) 67% CR/ACRI THINNER A BRUIN / LICHTBRUIN / 20 LT OP AANVRAAG

ZWART

SEA GRANDPRIX 2000 O 5,9 m²/l (75 µm) 44% CR/ACRI THINNER A ROOD / LICHT ROOD 20 LT OP AANVRAAG

ZWART / MARINE BLAUW

BIOCLEAN ECO O 6,3 m²/l (150 µm) 94% SILICON THINNER BA TRANSPARANT 05 LT OP AANVRAAG

20 LT OP AANVRAAG

GEEL 05 LT OP AANVRAAG

20 LT OP AANVRAAG

                             B    -   BOVENWATER            O    -   ONDERWATER                                                                                                                                                                    
T                          TC  -  TANKCOATING            DW  -   DRINKWATERTANK                 

SILYL ACRYLAAT               
HYDROLYSE ANTIFOULING 
VOOR LAGE ACTIVITEIT

BIOCIDE VRIJE FOUL         
RELEASE COATING OP 
SILICONEN BASIS                                                                                                                                      
.

HOOG VOLUME VAST 
ZELFSLIJPENDE                        
ANTIFOULING

ZEER HOOG VOLUME VAST 
HYBRIDE ZELFSLIJPENDE 
ANTIFOULING
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PRIJSLIJST - THINNER

THINNERS

PRODUCT EIGENSCHAP  DEEL  RENDEMENT  VOLUME %    THINNER KLEUR  VERPAKKING PRIJS PER VERPAKKING

MARINE THINNER N.V.T. N.V.T. N.V.T. N.V.T. N.V.T. 05 LT 50,88€  

20 LT 180,40€  

CR/ACRI THINNER A N.V.T. N.V.T. N.V.T. N.V.T. N.V.T. 05 LT 50,88€  

20 LT 180,40€  

EPOXY THINNER A N.V.T. N.V.T. N.V.T. N.V.T. N.V.T. 05 LT 50,88€  

20 LT 180,40€  

SILICON THINNER BA N.V.T. N.V.T. N.V.T. N.V.T. N.V.T. 05 LT 50,88€  

N.V.T.   N.V.T.

VINYL THINNER N.V.T. N.V.T. N.V.T. N.V.T. N.V.T. 05 LT 50,88€  

20 LT 180,40€  

URETHANE THINNER A N.V.T. N.V.T. N.V.T. N.V.T. N.V.T. 05 LT 50,88€  

20 LT 180,40€  

                             B    -   BOVENWATER            O    -   ONDERWATER                                                                                                                                                                    
T                          TC  -  TANKCOATING            DW  -   DRINKWATERTANK                 

THINNER VOOR                     
BIOCLEAN ECO

THINNER VOOR                
SILVAX SQ-K

THINNER VOOR                          
UNY MARINE HS M

THINNER VOOR                       
ALKYD VERVEN

THINNER VOOR ACRI 700,                  
CMP AC & ANTIFOULINGS

THINNER VOOR                   
EPOXY VERVEN
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Standard general conditions of sale

Prijzen: Vrijblijvend exclusief BTW, per verpakking. B. Orders shall not bind Seller unless and until accepted by Seller’s written confirmation or by delivery 

Verpakking: Inclusief to Buyer of the product(s) ordered. 

Transport: Leveringen boven de 100 liter worden franco in Nederland geleverd. Leveringen boven de 

€ 600,00 worden franco in Nederland geleverd. Onder de 100 liter en onder € 600,00 wordt er 3.  Prices 

transportkosten in rekening gebracht, deze zullen afhankelijk van hoeveelheid en gewicht worden belast A. Prices exclude any value added or other tax, which must and will be charged to Buyer in accordance

tussen de € 12,50 en € 37,50. with legislation in force at tax point date.

Opgeven orders: Orders voor standaard voorraadproducten, opgegeven voor 11:00 uur, worden binnen B. Seller may increase prices for undelivered balances in accordance with general increases in Seller’s 

24 uur afgeleverd. Voor aanmaakposten geldt een leveringstermijn van minimaal 48 uur. cost based on Seller’s General Price Increase index (GPI) which is calculated as follows: GPI =  (0.55 * 

BEAMA Marine Coatings Index) + (0.45 * Retail Price Index of Seller’s country). If Seller’s costs incurred

Op al onze leveranties zijn van toepassing de uniforme verkoopwaarden voor verf en drukinkt, in respect of the product(s) increase in the period between acceptance of the order by Seller and delivery 

gedeponeerd ter griffie van de arrondissementsrechtbank te Amsterdam -  offertes, documentatie, owing to circumstances beyond Seller’s reasonable control, Seller may at its option at any time before

monsters, verwerkings- en andere adviezen worden steeds vrijblijvend verstrekt geleverde producten delivery give written notice to Buyer of an increase in the contract price equal to the cost increase and

dienen door de afnemer voor de verwerking te zijn gecontroleerd. an increase in profit in proportion thereto, and such increased price shall be substituted for the 

contract price. Where delivery is by installments Seller shall be entitled to increase the contract price

1. General as before mentioned in respect of any undelivered product(s). 

A. “Person” means any legal or private person. “The product(s)” means the product(s) and services subject C. Prices are normally quoted in the currency as shown in the pricelist. Payments shall be made in the 

of a particular contract, sale or delivery. “Buyer” means the person buying and/or concluding the contract currency specified in Seller’s invoice. Prices in a currency other than Seller’s pricelist currency will be 

in respect of the product(s) with Seller where such person  acts as agent of or otherwise for a third party payable at the middle rate of exchange between the quoted currency and the Seller’s pricelist currency on 

(principal) such person and the principal are jointly and severally liable. “Seller” means the person issuing the date when payment is due or made whichever is more favorable to Seller. 

the invoice in respect of the product(s). D. Prices are normally quoted Free Alongside Ship (FAS), Free on Board (FOB), Cost & Freight (C&F) or 

B. All quotations and sales are subject to these conditions except to the extent that variation Cost Insurance Freight (CIF) at a specified point. Should no specific trade term be quoted then prices cover 

from specific provisions hereof has been agreed to by Seller in writing. Conflicting purchasing delivery “ex works“ or “ex warehouse“. Where additional delivery costs of whatever nature are incurred to 

conditions or other reservations made by Buyer shall be deemed to have been rejected by Seller effect delivery or to meet Buyer’s requirements, suchadditional costs will be charged to Buyer. 

unless expressly accepted in writing. E. Unless otherwise agreed prices include Seller’s standard packing but exclude export crating. Seller gives 

C. Trade terms shall be construed in accordance with “Incoterms 2000”. no undertaking that when the product(s) are supplied in containers of whatsoever description, such 

containers are fit to withstand transport to any place or by any method other than specified. 

2.  Quotations, orders 

A. Quotations are subject to change in price, time of delivery and availability to deliver. A quotation even 4.  Payments 

if deemed binding is void if not accepted by Buyer within 30 days or within the period stipulated by Seller. A. All invoices are payable at the place and at the time specified in the invoice or, if such time is not
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Standard general conditions of sale

specified, within 30 days from date of invoice. amount of any reduction in the value of the products between the date when they should have been

B. If Buyer fails to pay Seller in full by the due date Seller shall be entitled to charge interest at the rate delivered and the date on which they were in fact delivered or when the contract was cancelled, as the

of 2 percent per month, or 2 percent per annum above the current base rate of Seller’s bank or above the case may be. (iii)In no circumstances shall Seller’s maximum liability exceed the invoice value of the 

discount rate of the Central Bank at Seller’s domicile, whatever shall be the highest. products which Seller has failed to deliver at all or in time. (iv In no circumstances shall Seller 

C. All Seller’s costs and expenses in respect of collecting overdue accounts shall be reimbursed by Buyer. be liable for any loss of profit or consequential or other loss of whatever nature arising from such failure.

D. If at any time Buyer: fails to take delivery, exceeds its credit limit with Seller or any of its associated D. Where the product(s) are sent at Seller’s risk Buyer shall upon receipt thereof thoroughly inspect the 

companies, is overdue with payments, suspends payments, makes arrangements with its creditors or product(s) and shall at once, or in case of non-delivery, within 2 days of specified delivery date, notify 

otherwise in Seller’s opinion appears to be in financial difficulties, or ceases to trade, then Seller may Seller in writing of any loss, damage or non-delivery, and if by reason of any failure by Buyer so to inspect

without liability or prejudice to its other rights suspend all its obligations, dispose of the product(s) and/or notify Seller, Seller is unable to make a valid claim against the carrier, Seller shall not be liable to

in transit and defer or cancel further deliveries under contract with Buyer or require advance payment Buyer in respect of any loss of or damage to or non-delivery of the product(s).

or satisfactory security for payment of such deliveries and no forbearance, course of dealings or prior E. If the products are sold FOB, FAS or to Buyer’s agent an on-board bill of lading, a mate’s receipt or other 

payment shall affect this right of Seller. E. Buyer is not entitled to suspend or withhold payment of any document in prove of such delivery is conclusive evidence of delivery irrespective of whether the person 

sums (or parts thereof) after they have become due by reason of any right of set off or counter claim which giving the receipt or the document has the authority from Buyer to do so. If the Seller or its carrier is unable 

Buyer may have or allege or for any other reason whatsoever. F. Buyer will be responsible for obtaining for any reason to place the products on board the ship upon arrival at the port of delivery, a warehouse 

any licenses or exchange control consents necessary for the importation and use of, as well as payment receipt for the products shall be treated as sufficient delivery. F. If the products are sold C&F or CIF, a 

for the product(s) ordered, and Buyer shall not be discharged from its contractual obligations towards received for shipment bill of lading or waybill is conclusive evidence of delivery. 

Seller by any total or partial failure to obtain such license or consent for whatever reason. 

6.  Force majeure 

5.  Delivery A. Events beyond the reasonable control of either party shall relieve Seller of its obligation to deliver and 

A. Any delivery date specified is a forecast in the light of current conditions but shall not be legally Buyer of its obligation to take delivery and entitle either party to withdraw from the contract to the extent 

binding on Seller. Details on delivery times, periods or rates when unspecified will be available when that delivery has not taken place. 

the products are ready. B. If, by reason of events beyond Seller’s reasonable control, Seller is prevented from delivering to Buyer all 

B. Unless otherwise specifically agreed in writing, Seller may effect delivery of the product(s) by whatever or part of the product(s) by appropriate delivery date while at the same time performing in full its contractual 

means Seller thinks most appropriate. If time and place of delivery are not specifically agreed upon in obligations to others, then Seller may without  liability withhold, reduce or suspend delivery of the product(s) 

writing in accordance with clause IC) hereof, delivery takes place ex works, i.e. when and where Seller in order to allocate its supply reasonably between Buyer and the other customers. Seller shall in such case 

hands over the product(s) to Buyer or first carrier. give Buyer as much advance notice as is reasonably practicable and Buyer may cancel any partial undelivered 

C. (i) If for any reason Seller fails to meet a specified or fixed delivery date, Buyer may without liability order so withheld, reduced or suspended. Seller shall have no obligation to acquire from other suppliers 

cancel its order provided it notifies Seller thereof before the products are delivered. (ii) Seller’s liability, substitutes for the product(s) delayed or unavailable from Seller. 

if any, in respect of failure to deliver the products in time or at all shall not in any event exceed the 
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Standard general conditions of sale

7.  Liability 8.  Risk and property 

A. Seller shall not be liable for any infringement of third party’s patent rights, which may arise from A. All risks in the product(s) shall pass to Buyer when Seller delivers the product(s) in accordance with the 

the use of the product(s). B. Seller shall not be liable for adverse effects of storage handling or use of terms of sale (including these Conditions) to Buyer or any other person to whom Seller has been authorized 

B. Seller shall not be liable for adverse effects of storage handling or use of the product(s) unless by Buyer to deliver the product(s) whether expressly or by implication, thereafter Seller shall not be liable 

performed according to Sellers specific written recommendations or unless seller has accepted such for the safety of the product(s). 

liability in advance and in writing. B. Notwithstanding the above, property in the product(s) shall remain with Seller until it has received 

C. Seller shall not be liable in respect of any defects in the product(s) or any losses or damage resulting payment in full of all sums which are or may become due from Buyer to Seller in respect of any 

there from unless written notice of such defects is given promptly within 14 days after the defects could product(s) or services supplied under any contract subsisting between them, provided that if Buyer sells 

reasonably have been discovered by inspection and/or testing of the product(s) before or after use and part of the product(s) to a third party, the proceeds of such sale shall be held by Buyer for Seller’s account 

in no event after expiry of their shelf life or later than twelve months after receipt of the product(s), until Seller has been paid in full.

whichever comes first. Buyer shall subject the product(s) to adequate tests immediately after delivery C. If payment in respect of the product(s) is overdue in whole or in part or immediately upon the 

and/or use as the case may be. Seller shall have no obligation in respect of any claim unless the commencement of any act or proceeding in which Buyer’s solvency is involved, Seller may without  

allegedly defective product(s) are kept available for inspection by Seller’s representative and Buyer prejudice to any of its other rights recover and/or resell the product(s) or any of them and may enter upon 

provides the requested substantiation and evidence. Buyer’s premises by its servants or agents for that purpose.

D.(i) Seller’s liability in respect of product(s) proved by Buyer to be defective is limited to either a 

refund to Buyer of the purchase price  thereof or, at Seller’s option, a replacement of such product(s) 9.  Returns

at their point of delivery, provided that in any event Seller’s maximum liability in respect of any All sales are final and no refund or credit will be offered for returned product(s) irrespective of whether 

product proved to be defective shall not exceed its invoice value. (ii) In no circumstances shall Seller the product(s) are the subject of a complaint or not, unless Seller has agreed in writing prior to such return 

be liable for loss of profit or consequential or other loss of whatever nature arising from any such and the returns arrive promptly and in good condition in Seller’s opinion. 

defects. 

E. Where a complaint or a claim has been made in respect of product(s) proved or alleged to be 10. Technical advice and assistance 

defective, Seller may suspend further deliveries of any such product until the validity of such If the Seller provides the Buyer with technical advice or assistance related to the use or application of the 

complaint or claim has been finally determined in which event the applicable delivery date(s) shall product(s), the Seller gives no warranty or undertaking and accepts no liability as regards such technical 

be postponed accordingly. F.(i) Seller shall have no liability in contract or in tort for any injury, advice or assistance unless the Seller has expressly agreed in writing to the contrary. The Buyer will at all 

loss or expense or direct and indirect damage, and especially disclaims all liability for damage to times compensate, hold harmless and indemnify the Seller against any claim resulting from the provision 

property and for loss of profit and other consequential loss in each case howsoever attributable to of such technical advice or assistance. 

supply or use of the product(s) or the services rendered by Seller. (ii) If, despite the limitations 

contained herein or made elsewhere, Seller shall be held and found liable for damage, the aggregate 

sum of compensation shall be limited to the actual damages proved and shall in no circumstances 
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exceed the invoice value of the relevant delivery. 

Standard general conditions of sale

11. Health, Safety, Environment and Quality 

A. Buyer shall ensure that all products are safely and lawfully received, stored, maintained, used or 

applied  by Buyer and that Buyer obtains all relevant information from Seller relating thereto.

B. Buyer shall ensure that all appropriate safety information is distributed and that attention is drawn 

to such information from all persons involved in the safe handling or use of the products. 

12.  Applicable law, jurisdiction

A. All Seller’s contracts with Buyer, including these Conditions shall be governed exclusively by the 

Dutch law.

B. The UN Convention on contracts for the international sale of goods (Vienna, 11 April 1980) is 

expressly excluded.

C. The Uniform Law on the International Sale of Goods as well as the Uniform Law on the formation 

of contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded.

D. The courts of Seller’s country of domicile shall have sole jurisdiction unless Seller decides to seek 

judgment at the appropriate court in Buyer’s country of domicile, or the country of presence of the 

products, applied or not applied. 

E. To the extent possible the Buyer expressly waives any and all rights it may have to rescind any 

contract with the Seller on any ground whatsoever.
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